Nuuka Solutions opens subsidiary in Sweden
Loudspring Plc daughter company Nuuka Solutions has established its sales company in Sweden. Nuuka Solutions Sweden AB located in
Stockholm is headed by Susanne Hedblom. The company employs 4 people and it will service the Swedish market, which is important for
Nuuka.
Susanne Hedblom comments:
“Nuuka has been present at the Swedish market for 18 months and we have gotten our first major customers. Setting up Nuuka Solutions
Sweden AB shows our commitment to the Swedish market and will help us better service existing and new customers.”
Loudspring Chief Investment Officer and Chairman of Nuuka’s Board Antonio Gallizio comments:
“About half of the world's assets are in real estate. Making buildings, and more broadly cities, smarter and more efficient is a critical aspect of
achieving carbon neutrality. Nuuka provides a technology and service that is directly linked to this challenge. The set-up of Nuuka in Sweden
will help the company grow and access more opportunities to affect the global challenge of climate change.”
About Nuuka Solutions
Nuuka’s Connect & Create Solution makes buildings a great place to work and live in, become more sustainable and more productive. Nuuka
is a leading building big data analytics solution provider headquartered in Finland. Our SaaS based software consolidates existing building big
data into one single user interface and helps building owners and users not only report but also analyze and understand the core reasons
behind energy efficiency, good indoor air and sustainability. Nuuka empowers the users and brings building big data into the hands of building
users and owners, enabling better building management and increased property values.
Learn more about Nuuka at: www.nuukasolutions.com
Nuuka Solutions Sweden AB
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Contact: Susanne Hedblom
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Contact information:
Joshua Burguete-Kirkman, Communications Director of Loudspring Plc. Tel. +46 70968 5584, joshua.kirkman@loudspring.earth
Loudspring in brief
Loudspring is a company group focused on saving natural resources, with offices in the Nordics and California. The Loudspring companies
are active on global markets in five sectors: energy, real estate, fashion, food and manufacturing. Loudspring management consists of
company builders combining positive environmental impact with business for over a decade.
The company group is listed on First North Finland under the ticker LOUD and on First North Stockholm under the ticker LOUDS.
www.loudspring.earth
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/loudspring/
Twitter: @loudspring
IG: @loudspring_earth
FB: @loudspringco

